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A decision-making framework combining multi-attribute utility theory and the analytic hierarchy
process is proposed to assess the performances of alternative ﬁsheries management policies. The
framework is demonstrated by applying it to a Mediterranean demersal ﬁshery (GSA 18, Southern
Adriatic Sea), for which a set of management scenarios are evaluated against their ability to cope with
environmental, economic and social objectives. To this aim, (1) a suite of biological and socioeconomic
indicators is identiﬁed and organized into an appropriate hierarchy; (2) a set of utility functions is
deﬁned to express the level of satisfaction associated with different values of the indicators; and (3) a set
of weights, representing the relative importance of each indicator to the overall utility, is derived
through a pair-wise comparison of the indicators. The proposed approach provides a practical decisionsupport tool to identify the management scenarios that are most desirable from the society's
perspective, thus providing a good compromise between the environmental, economic and social
aspects of the problem. The ﬂexible structure of the framework allows the incorporation of different
management criteria and utility functions to adapt it to different decision problems.
& 2014 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Fisheries management handles typically with multidimensional
problems. Decision-makers must often cope with multiple, and
sometimes conﬂicting, objectives such as maximizing ﬁshing yields
and proﬁts while minimizing ecological and social impacts [8,28,13].
In this respect, multi-criteria analysis [18] can provide a conceptual
framework to support the decision process by allowing decisionmakers to highlight possible trade-offs among conﬂicting viewpoints
and to address a number of objectives that cannot be reduced to a
single dimension such as the monetary one [4]. Despite it is widely
agreed that the use of a multi-criteria approach is highly desirable
[46], the use of multi-objective methods in ﬁsheries research has
been scarce over the past decades, although pioneering studies have
been conducted since the early 1980s (e.g., [5,8]) and some recent
examples can also be found in the literature (e.g., [44,32,29,3]).
Nevertheless, most efforts remain directed to the development of
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analytical tools to evaluate the impact of management strategies
from a single-objective perspective.
At the European level, the Common Fishery Policy 'shall ensure
that ﬁshing and aquaculture activities are environmentally sustainable in the long-term and are managed in a way that is consistent
with the objectives of achieving economic, social and employment
beneﬁts, and of contributing to the availability of food supplies' ([9],
Regulation no. 1380/2013), hence explicitly recognizing the inherent multidimensionality of ﬁsheries management problems. In the
Mediterranean basin, demersal species account for roughly 30% of
total landings from the region, and represent therefore an important
resource for the ﬁshery sector [25]. However, strong concern exists
regarding the long-term sustainability of demersal ﬁsheries. Most
demersal stocks targeted by the ﬁsheries, including hake (Merluccius
merluccius), red mullet (Mullus barbatus), striped red mullet (Mullus
surmuletus), blue and red shrimp (Aristeus antennatus), giant red
shrimp (Aristaeomorpha foliacea), pink shrimp (Parapenaeus longirostris), and Norway lobster (Nephrops norvegicus), are currently
fully exploited or overexploited [25,10]. Catches of demersal species
in the Mediterranean have been increasing until the early 1990s,
while they underwent a rapid decline thereafter [11]. In the last
two decades, several species targeted by Mediterranean bottom
ﬁsheries have undergone signiﬁcant reduction in size [7]. Achieving
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sustainability in the Mediterranean demersal ﬁshery requires the
urgent adoption of appropriate management strategies, which
should not only make for the rebuilding of the stocks, but also aim
at maintaining the economic proﬁtability of the sector and avoid
negative social impacts such as employment contraction. Sustainable ﬁsheries management requires the development of tools to
help decision-makers forecast the consequences of different management measures on the viability of ﬁsh stocks and on the socioeconomics of ﬁsheries, and bio-economic models are increasingly
used to provide an integrated description of the coupled dynamics
of natural resources and human welfare (see [33] for a review of
Mediterranean applications). Nevertheless, little attention has been
devoted so far to the development of tools speciﬁcally designed to
assist decision-makers in the identiﬁcation of conﬂicts and tradeoffs among different management objectives.
In this study, a conceptual framework was developed to
support a multi-criteria evaluation of alternative management
scenarios. By combining different multi-criteria techniques, the
proposed approach allows comparing alternative management
scenarios on the basis of their ability to achieve a set of biological
and socioeconomic goals. The analysis involves (1) the identiﬁcation of appropriate biological and socioeconomic indicators and
their organization into a proper hierarchy; (2) the deﬁnition of a
set of mathematical functions to evaluate the satisfaction (utility)
associated with each level of the different indicators; and (3) the
determination of a set of weights that represent the relative
importance of each indicator to the overall utility. The conceptual
framework is demonstrated by applying it to a Mediterranean
demersal ﬁshery, that of the Southern Adriatic Sea, where all the
stocks that have undergone a quantitative assessment so far have
been evaluated as unsustainably exploited [12,42]. A sensitivity
analysis is eventually performed to assess how uncertainty about
the relative importance of the indicators affects the outputs of the
multi-criteria analysis.

45°N

ITALY

GSA 18
40°N
Tyrrhenian Sea

Ionian Sea

10°E

15°E

Table 1
Fisheries management scenarios evaluated in this study.
Acronym

Short description

Target

SQ

Status quo

CS

Changing gear selectivity

RD_10y

Reducing days at sea

RD_5y

Reducing days at sea

Maintaining current exploitation
levels
Increasing trawl mesh size from 40
to 60 mm
Attaining FMSY for M. merluccius in 10
years
Attaining FMSY for M. merluccius in
5 years
Attaining FMSY for M. merluccius in 10
years
Attaining FMSY for M. merluccius in
5 years
Attaining FMSY for M. merluccius in 10
years
Attaining FMSY for M. merluccius in
5 years
Attaining FMSY for N. norvegicus in 10
years
Attaining FMSY for N. norvegicus in
5 years

RV_10y

The multi-criteria decision-making framework presented in this
study has been conceived to evaluate the performances of alternative ﬁsheries management options on the basis of their potential
impacts on selected environmental, economic and social indicators.
The geographical subarea 18 (GSA 18) of the Adriatic Sea (central
Mediterranean), as deﬁned by the General Fisheries Commission for
the Mediterranean (Fig. 1), was used as a case study. The area,
which has an extension of 29,008 km2, covers the Southern Adriatic
Sea. The analysis focuses on the western (Italian) side of GSA 18,
characterized by the presence of an important demersal ﬁshery
whose catches represent about 13% of the Italian ﬁsh production
[7]. Trawling is the most signiﬁcant ﬁshing activity in the area,
representing around 70% of the total effort; the most important
target species include M. barbatus, M. merluccius, N. norvegicus and
P. longirostris [7].
Ten management scenarios, aimed at reducing the ﬁshing
pressure on the stocks targeted by the demersal ﬁshery and
deﬁned by different combinations of management measures, were
assessed: changes in gear selectivity, reduction of ﬁshing activity
(i.e. limiting the number of days at sea), and reduction of ﬁshing
capacity (i.e. a partial decommissioning of the ﬁshing ﬂeet). Except
for the ﬁrst two, the objective of the management scenarios was to
decrease the ﬁshing mortality rate of the most vulnerable species
among those targeted by the ﬁshery, namely M. merluccius, or for
the less vulnerable species, N. norvegicus. The target level for
ﬁshing mortality was set to the maximum sustainable yield (FMSY)

20°E

Fig. 1. Geographical limits of GSA 18, as deﬁned by the General Fisheries Commission for the Mediterranean.

2. Methods
2.1. Study area and management scenarios

Adriatic
Sea

Reducing
vessels
RV_5y
Reducing
vessels
RDV_S1_10y Reducing
vessels
RDV_S1_5y Reducing
vessels
RDV_S2_10y Reducing
vessels
RDV_S2_5y Reducing
vessels

number of
number of
days at sea and
days at sea and
days at sea and
days at sea and

for the relevant species, while the time horizon over which the
target level was to be attained was set to 5 or 10 years depending
on the scenario. The resulting demographic dynamics were simulated over the period 2007–2021 for all four targeted species
(M. barbatus, M. merluccius, N. norvegicus and P. longirostris). The
main features of the explored management scenarios are summarized in Table 1.
The biological and socio-economic effects of the different management scenarios were forecasted with BEMTOOL, a bio-economic
modelling platform developed in the framework of the MAREA
project (http://www.mareaproject.net) to inform and support the
management of Mediterranean ﬁsheries. BEMTOOL integrates a
suite of models: assessment tools for the biological and management components include VIT [24], XSA [40], SURBA [31], ALADYM
[21,41] and FLR scripts (http://ﬂr-project.org), while models of the
socio-economic component include functions from MEFISTO [26],
BIRDMOD [1], FISHRENT [38], IAM [30], and BEMMFISH [33] models.
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The BEMTOOL platform allows the forecast of how different harvesting and management strategies affect the dynamics of (1) the
standing biomass and the demographic structure of a stock under
exploited and unexploited conditions; (2) the main economic
variables of the ﬁshery; (3) ﬁshing mortality and the related ﬁshery
outputs in terms of total production (landings and discards) and
production by ﬂeet segment; (4) the ﬁshermen's behaviour, i.e. their
investment/disinvestment decisions in the ﬁshery (and its consequences on the ﬁshing effort) as a response to changes in the
proﬁtability of the ﬁshery itself. More details on the characteristics
of the BEMTOOL platform are given in Section S1 of the Supplementary information.
2.2. Multi-criteria decision analysis
To assess the selected scenarios against multiple management
objectives, a multi-criteria decision analysis (MCDA) was carried
out by combining two multi-criteria techniques: multi-attribute
utility theory (MAUT) and the analytic hierarchy process (AHP).
MAUT relies on the idea that decision-makers attempt to
maximize their utility with respect to a number of independent
attributes [18], each one representing a management objective.
Utility can be viewed as the level of desirability, or satisfaction,
associated to a given value of a speciﬁc indicator [17]. When there
are several attributes, the overall utility U (representing the overall
satisfaction of the decision-maker with respect to the whole set of
management objectives) is calculated as the weighted sum
(assuming a ﬁxed substitution rate between any two attributes)
of the partial utilities ui associated to the different attributes xi:
UðxÞ ¼ ∑ni¼ 1 wi ui ðxi Þ

ð1Þ

where ui(xi) (with 0 rui r1 8 i ¼1, 2, …, n) is the utility associated
to the value xi taken by the i-th attribute, and wi is the weight
associated to the utility of the i-th attribute (subject to the
constraint ∑ni¼ 1 wi ¼ 1). A commonly recognized critical point in
the application of MAUT is the determination of the weighting set,
because it is often difﬁcult to grasp the preference structure of the
decision-makers [2,14]. This problem was overcome by using the
AHP [36,37], a method that facilitates the elicitation of individual
preferences toward the different attributes and their conversion
into a set of weights. The AHP is based on the decomposition of
the decision problem into a hierarchy of smaller problems; then,
pair-wise comparisons are performed on the elements of the
hierarchy to build a pair-wise comparison matrix; the resulting matrix is eventually used to generate a vector of numerical
priorities representing the relative weight (preference) of each
decision element compared to the other.
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To compare the selected scenarios (see Section 2.1) for the
demersal ﬁshery in GSA 18 within the above-described multi-criteria
decision-making framework, the following steps were performed:
(1) an appropriate suite of indicators was identiﬁed to represent the
economic, social and biological objectives and organized into a
hierarchical tree; (2) appropriate utility functions were designed to
map each indicator into a measure of satisfaction; (3) the relative
importance, or weight, of each indicator was calculated via the AHP.

2.2.1. Identiﬁcation of socioeconomic and biological indicators
Evaluating ﬁsheries management scenarios from a multidimensional perspective requires a suitable set of indicators. These have to
be related to properties of the system that are relevant to the
identiﬁed management objectives, non-redundant, and provide an
unambiguous measure that can be compared with speciﬁc reference
points to assess the achievement of the objectives. The choice of the
indicators must also be based on their feasibility, i.e. the actual
possibility to populate them under the speciﬁc scenarios to be
evaluated and with the available forecasting tools. For the application to the selected case study, eight indicators (see Table 2) were
selected among the output variables produced by the BEMTOOL
platform, representing key attributes that are related to the sustainability of the ﬁshery. These can be ascribed to four major categories
of ﬁsheries objectives to be maximized: economic efﬁciency, social
wellbeing, biological conservation and biological productivity. For
each indicator, relevant limit and/or target reference points (Table 2)
were identiﬁed. Limit reference points indicate undesirable states of
the ﬁshery (or of a given stock) requiring management actions to
avoid them, whereas target reference points indicate states that are
desirable and at which management should aim [6].
With regard to the economic dimension, two indicators were
selected – gross value added and the ratio of revenues to break-even
revenue – to represent the objective of achieving economic sustainability. The gross value added (GVA) represents the added value that
the ﬁshery contributes to the economy; a value 40 means that the
ﬁshery is economically valuable. GVA can be interpreted as a
measure of the long-term proﬁtability of the sector. Although other
indicators, like return on investment or net proﬁt, are generally
more suitable than GVA to measure proﬁtability, their application to
Mediterranean ﬁsheries is often difﬁcult. In fact, the low level of
investments in Mediterranean ﬂeets can produce unrealistic estimates of return of investment, while the coincidence between vessel
owners and crew, which is habitual in small-scale ﬁsheries, may
impair a correct estimation of labour cost and, consequently, of net
proﬁt. The ratio of revenues to break-even revenue (RBER), instead,
gives an indication of the economic sustainability of the ﬁshing ﬂeet

Table 2
List of socioeconomic and biological objectives (and relevant indicators) selected for the MCDA.
Objective

Indicator

Symbol

Limit reference point

Target reference point

Economic
Maintaining proﬁts in the long term
Maintaining proﬁts in the short term

Gross value added
Ratio of revenues to break-even revenue

GVA
RBER

41

Social
Maintaining employment
Maintaining job attractiveness

Number of employees
Average crew remuneration

EMPL
WAGE

Biological conservation
Avoiding overﬁshing
Maintaining reproductive potential

Fishing mortality
Spawning stock biomass

F
SSB

2FMSY
0.2SSB0

0
SSB0

Biological production
Maintaining ﬁshing yield
Reducing discard rates

Yield
Discard

Y
D

MD

MSY
0

MGVA

Z CE
Z CW

MGVA: maximum GVA; CW: current wage; CE: current employment; FMSY: ﬁshing mortality at maximum sustainable yield; SSB0: spawning stock biomass in unexploited
conditions (F ¼0); MSY: maximum sustainable yield; MD: maximum discard rate.
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in the short-term [42]. The break-even point is deﬁned as the point
at which revenues equal ﬁxed and variable costs. Hence, if the ratio
is 41, revenues are enough to cover ﬁxed and variable costs,
indicating that the ﬁshery is economically viable in the short-term.
Conversely, if the ratio is o1, revenues are insufﬁcient to cover
ﬁshing costs, indicating that the ﬁshery is economically unviable.
As for social aspects, the two selected indicators were employment and wage. Employment (EMPL) is a key indicator of the social
viability of a ﬁshery and its maximization is among the most
common objectives of ﬁsheries management (e.g. [13]). Wage
(WAGE) represents the average salary that the crew receives, and
is another important component of social wellbeing (e.g. [39]).
The indicators selected to evaluate the conservation status of the
exploited stocks were ﬁshing mortality rate and spawning stock
biomass. Fishing mortality rate (F) is an indicator of the harvest
pressure on the stock. The most common target in ﬁsheries management is achieving FMSY, i.e. the rate of ﬁshing mortality that ensures
the maximum sustainable yield (see below). A ﬁshing mortality rate
above this threshold is indicative of overﬁshing. The spawning stock
biomass (SSB) represents the portion of the stock that is able to
spawn and allow the replacement of the dead individuals; in stocks
subjected to a considerable ﬁshing pressure, like Mediterranean
ones, increasing levels of SSB are associated to increasing stock
viability.
Fishing yield and discard rate were used to measure stock
productivity. Yield (Y) indicates the amount of harvested ﬁsh (both
landed and discarded); the biological target most commonly used
in traditional ﬁsheries management is the maximum sustainable
yield (MSY), namely the maximum harvest that can be maintained
in the long run without depleting the stock. Discard rate (D),
calculated as the ratio between the amount of ﬁsh discarded and
the total catch, is linked to the selectivity of the ﬁshery and to
technical management measures as the minimum conservation
reference size.
Those eight indicators were organized into a hierarchical tree
(Fig. 2), in which the global objective of ensuring ﬁsheries sustainability is achieved through the accomplishment of the biological and
socioeconomic objectives. The socioeconomic and biological objectives depend, in turn, on the lower-level speciﬁc criteria.

2.2.2. Deﬁnition of the utility functions
For each of the eight indicators, a utility function ui() was deﬁned,
i.e. a mathematical function mapping the value of each indicator
i into a range comprised between 0 (minimum satisfaction with
respect to that indicator) and 1 (maximum satisfaction). The utility
function of each indicator was derived by identifying its range of

variation, by determining the relevant functional form (monotonically increasing, decreasing, or non-monotone), and by deﬁning the
indicator values to be associated with minimum, maximum and/or
intermediate levels of utility on the basis of limit and target
reference points (Table 2).

2.2.3. Determination of the weight vector via AHP
Pair-wise comparisons were performed between indicators
belonging to the same hierarchical level and for each level of the
hierarchical tree. Here, a seven-point categorical scale was adopted
to evaluate the relative importance of one indicator over the others:
LLL (extremely less important); LL (less important); L (moderately
less important); E (equally important); M (moderately more important); MM (more important); MMM (extremely more important).
The categorical scale was mapped into the following numerical
scale: MMM¼7; MM¼ 5; M¼3; E¼1; L¼1/3; LL¼ 1/5; LLL¼1/7.
Note that the scale used in this application is coarser than that
originally proposed by Saaty [37], which includes 17 levels of
preference (1–9 and the relevant reciprocals), to simplify as much
as possible the interaction with experts and decision-makers.
The pair-wise comparisons were organized in a matrix form, in
which the indicators on the rows were compared against those in
the columns. According to the hierarchy of the decision elements, a
total of seven comparison matrices, 2  2 in dimension, were
deﬁned. Two questionnaires were prepared (see Section S2 in the
Supplementary information) and proposed to small panels of
researchers from two collaborating institutions, IREPA and COISPA.
IREPA promotes the research in ﬁsheries economics and supports
public bodies in ﬁsheries management, while COISPA carries out
applied research in the ﬁelds of marine science and natural resource
management. The comparison among the indicators belonging to
the top-level hierarchy was proposed to the experts of both groups.
In contrast, the pair-wise comparisons among socioeconomic indicators were proposed only to the experts of IREPA, while those
among biological indicators were proposed only to the experts of
COISPA. As the primary objective was to illustrate a methodological
framework, extensive stakeholder participation was not promoted
in this evaluation exercise. The scores derived from the comparisons
formed the elements of the upper hemi-matrix; the lower hemimatrix was populated under the assumption of reciprocity, that is, if
the score for indicator i compared to j was aij, then the score for
indicator j compared to i should be aji ¼1/aij. The weight vector
was calculated by normalizing the eigenvector corresponding to
the dominant eigenvalue of the obtained matrix. To derive the
ﬁnal weighting set, local weights (expressing preferences among
elements within a hierarchical level with respect to their parent

Fisheries sustainability

Biological attributes

Socioeconomic attributes

Economy

GVA

Society

RBER

EMPL

Biological conservation

WAGE

F

SSB

Biological production

Y

D

Fig. 2. Hierarchical tree of socioeconomic and biological indicators (see Table 2 for abbreviations) concurring to the sustainability of the ﬁshery.
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element in the upper level) were transformed into global weights
by multiplying them by their parent's global weight. For instance,
the global weight for GVA was calculated as the product of the
relevant local weight (its relative preference against RBER), times
the local weight of economic attributes (their relative preference
against social ones), times the local weight of socioeconomic
attributes (their relative preference against biological ones).
2.2.4. Assessment of the management scenarios
For each simulated management scenario, utilities were computed from the outputs corresponding to the last year of simulation (i.e. 2021). Biological conservation indicators (F and SSB) were
produced for each of the four considered species. To obtain a single
utility value (for each of the two indicators) from those relevant to
the different stocks, the utility associated to the value of the
indicator was ﬁrst evaluated for each stock separately, and the four
values were then aggregated through a geometric mean. Utility
associated to biological production (Y) was instead computed
aggregately for all species, i.e. on the basis of total yield. As for
the selected case study the necessary information to parameterize
and simulate discarded volumes was lacking, a default value of
D ¼0 was assumed for all scenarios.
2.2.5. Sensitivity analysis
MCDA assessments are affected by a wide range of uncertainties, due to the intrinsic variability that characterizes all environmental systems, to the imperfect knowledge of the speciﬁc system
under study, and to the subjectivity of expert judgements (see e.g.
[35] for a review of sources of uncertainty and methods for their
assessment). A sensitivity analysis was therefore carried out to
evaluate the robustness of the results of the present analysis with
respect to the uncertainty associated to the weights expressing the
relative importance of the indicators used in the MCDA. To this
end, we used the following Monte Carlo approach:
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decrease with increasing GVA. To represent this trend, an exponential curve was used:


uGV A ¼ aGV A 1  expð  bGV A U GVAÞ
ð2Þ
To parameterize the curve, it was assumed that GVA¼ 0 corresponds to a null utility, a GVA equal to its maximum level (MGVA)
corresponds to a high utility (0.9), and a GVA equal to half MGVA
(0.5MGVA) corresponds to an intermediate utility (0.5):
uGV A ð0Þ ¼ 0
uGV A ðMGVAÞ ¼ 0:9
uGV A ð0:5MGVAÞ ¼ 0:5

ð3Þ

Accordingly, parameters aGVA and bGVA were set (via the equations
reported in Section S3 of the Supplementary information) to
aGVA ¼ 2:5
bGV A ¼ 0:446=MGVA

ð4Þ

3.1.2. Ratio of current revenues to break-even revenue
A value of RBER equal to one indicates that revenues equal ﬁxed
and variable costs, and provides therefore a limit reference point
for this indicator, because a ﬂeet with RBER o1 would work at a
loss. Data from Italian demersal ﬁsheries show that revenues are,
on average, about 1.5 times the costs, a level that is considered
acceptable in the ﬁshery sector [15]. The relevant utility function
(uRBER) was expressed as an increasing sigmoid function:



uRBER ¼ 1= 1 þexp ðRBER þ aRBER Þ=bRBER
ð5Þ
assigning a low utility (0.1) to RBER ¼ 1 and a relatively high utility
(0.7) to RBER ¼1.5:
uRBER ð1Þ ¼ 0:1
uRBER ð1:5Þ ¼ 0:7

ð6Þ

Parameters aRBER and bRBER were then set (see Section S3) to
1. for each comparison between indicators at the lowest hierarchical level, we extracted (see Section 2.2.3) the relevant local
weights from the pair-wise comparison matrix;
2. we perturbed each weight by multiplying it by (1 þ ε), where ε
is a random factor drawn from a normal distribution with
mean ¼0 and standard deviation σ set so that 90% conﬁdence
bounds encompass the original value of the weight725%
(σ ¼0.15);
3. we normalized the obtained weights in order to ensure that
they add up to 1;
4. we repeated steps 1–3 for all comparisons at the same
hierarchical level and for all levels;
5. we derived the global weight for each indicator as the product
of local weights along the hierarchical tree.
The resulting weighting set was used to run the MCDA and
rank the different scenarios. By repeating the random extraction a
sufﬁcient number of times, it was possible to associate an
empirical probability distribution to the overall utility of each
scenario. In this application, 1,000,000 extractions were performed
to ensure an accurate estimate of distribution percentiles.

aRBER ¼  1:361
bRBER ¼ 0:164

ð7Þ

3.1.3. Employment
To derive the utility uEMPL associated to employment (EMPL), it
was considered that social utility would strongly respond to
changes around the current employment level (CE), while it would
be less sensitive when employment is far below or beyond CE. This
behaviour was described with an increasing sigmoid function:



uEMPL ¼ 1= 1 þ exp ðEMPL þ aEMPL Þ=bEMPL
ð8Þ
To parameterize the function, it was assumed that, when
EMPL¼CE, utility is intermediate (0.5), while for EMPL equal to
half the current one (0.5CE) utility is very low (0.01):
uEMPL ðCEÞ ¼ 0:5
uEMPL ð0:5CEÞ ¼ 0:01

ð9Þ

Accordingly, parameters aEMPL and bEMPL were set to
aEMPL ¼  1:001CE
bEMPL ¼  0:109CE

ð10Þ

3. Results
3.1. Utility functions
3.1.1. Gross value added
GVA is a direct indicator of the economic proﬁtability of the
ﬁshery. Therefore, the associated utility (uGVA) should increase
along with GVA; in contrast, marginal utility was assumed to

3.1.4. Wage
The utility function uWAGE for the average crew remuneration
(WAGE) was modelled (under the hypothesis that individual utility
increases with increasing levels of salary, but that marginal utility
decreases) as an increasing exponential curve:
uWAGE ¼ 1  expð  bWAGE UWAGEÞ

ð11Þ
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It was assumed that WAGE ¼0 corresponds to a null utility and the
current wage (CW) was associated to an intermediate utility (0.5):

assuming that for SSB¼0.2 SSB0 utility is very low (0.01), whereas at
SSB¼SSB0 utility is very high (0.99):

uWAGE ð0Þ ¼ 0

uSSB ð0:2SSB0 Þ ¼ 0:01

uWAGE ðCWÞ ¼ 0:5

uSSB ðSSB0 Þ ¼ 0:99

ð12Þ

ð18Þ

Parameters aSSB and bSSB were accordingly set to

Parameter bWAGE was set (see Section S3) to
bWAGE ¼ 0:693=CW

aSSB ¼  0:6SSB0

ð13Þ

bSSB ¼  0:087SSB0

3.1.5. Fishing mortality
A common target reference point for ﬁshing mortality (F) is the
rate ensuring the maximum yield in the long term, FMSY. In
contrast, twice its value is considered a limit reference point, i.e.
a level that should not be exceeded to avoid strong overexploitation [34]. Utility associated with ﬁshing mortality (uF) was
described as a decreasing sigmoid function:



uF ¼ 1= 1 þ exp ðF þ aF Þ=bF
ð14Þ

3.1.7. Yield
Fishing yield (Y) is related to ﬁshermen incomes. The associated
utility function (uY) was described with an exponential curve
analogous to that used for GVA:


uY ¼ aY 1  expð  bY U YÞ
ð20Þ
To parameterize the curve, it was assumed that utility is null if
Y¼0, and high (0.9) if Y is equal to the maximum sustainable yield
(MSY). An intermediate utility (0.5) was associated to a yield
corresponding to half the MSY:

For F ¼FMSY, utility was assumed to be high (0.9); for values of
F4FMSY, utility decreases and approaches a low value (0.1) at
F¼2FMSY. For values of FoFMSY, utility remains high:

uY ð0Þ ¼ 0
uY ðMSYÞ ¼ 0:9
uY ð0:5MSYÞ ¼ 0:5

uF ðF MSY Þ ¼ 0:9
uF ð2F MSY Þ ¼ 0:1

ð19Þ

ð15Þ

ð21Þ

Accordingly, parameters aY and bY were set to

Parameters aF and bF were therefore set to

aY ¼ 2:5

aF ¼ 1:5F MSY

bY ¼ 0:446=MSY

bF ¼ 0:228F MSY

ð22Þ

ð16Þ
3.1.8. Discard rate
Decreasing discard rate (D), if achieved by improving gear
selectivity, has strongly positive effects, as it allows releasing the
target stock from useless exploitation and, at the same time,
enhances the proﬁtability of the ﬁshing activity. The recent revision
of the Common Fishery Policy ([9], Regulation no. 1380/2013),
aiming to gradually eliminate discards, introduced the so-called
“landing obligation”, i.e. the obligation to land all catches of species
subject to catch limits and/or minimum size. The landing obligation
will be gradually introduced on a ﬁshery-by-ﬁshery base, with de
minimis exemptions from the obligation for certain ﬁsheries. To
describe utility uD associated to discard rate, a decreasing sigmoid

3.1.6. Spawning stock biomass
It is commonly assumed that, to avoid recruitment overﬁshing,
SSB should be maintained above 20–35% of the level that would
occur in unexploited conditions, SSB0. A review of Mace and
Sissenwine [27] on 91 stocks from Europe and North America
suggests that SSB should be maintained above 20% of the
unexploited level on average, with some species requiring up to
40–60% of SSB0 to avoid overﬁshing. Utility (uSSB) associated to SSB
was described via an increasing sigmoid function:



uSSB ¼ 1= 1 þ exp ðSSB þ aSSB Þ=bSSB
ð17Þ
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Fig. 3. Utility functions for the eight selected indicators (see Table 2 for abbreviations).
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function was used:



uD ¼ 1= 1 þexp ðD þaD Þ=bD

equally important. As for indicators of biological productivity, yield
was evaluated as more important (0.79) than discard rate (0.21).
The ﬁnal weights obtained for each indicator used in the
analysis are reported in Table 3. Biological conservation indicators
(spawning stock biomass and ﬁshing mortality) have the largest
weights (0.26), followed by employment (0.19) and yield (0.14).
These four indicators account together for more than 85% of the
overall weight.

ð23Þ

assuming that utility is very low (0.01) for D equal to the
maximum allowed discard rate (MD) and intermediate (0.5) for
D ¼0.5MD:
uD ðMDÞ ¼ 0:01
uD ð0:5MDÞ ¼ 0:5

ð24Þ

Accordingly, parameters aD and bD were set to

3.3. Results of the MCDA applied to the case study

aD ¼ 0:5MD
bD ¼ 0:109MD

ð25Þ

The results of applying the MCDA to the ten management
scenarios for GSA 18 (South Adriatic) are reported in Table S1
(Supplementary information) in terms of raw indicators and in
Table 4 (summarized in Fig. 4) in terms of utility. Scenarios RD_5y
and RD_10y (see Table 1 for acronyms) are associated with the
highest values of overall utility (U equal to 0.57 and 0.52, respectively), whereas SQ, RDV_S2_10y and RDV_S2_5y are the worst
performing scenarios (U¼0.28).
The performances of the different scenarios vary widely depending on the different perspectives from which they are evaluated and
that contribute to the overall utility. GVA does not show a large
variability among scenarios and ranges between 52 M€ (for scenario RDV_S1_10y) and 74 M€ (for RV_5y), with the theoretical
maximum being 136 M€. The rather narrow range of variation of
the indicator is reﬂected in the values of the relevant utility, ranging
between 0.39–0.54. RBER, in contrast, shows larger variation,
varying between 1.08 (for CS) and 1.60 (for RV_5y) and determining
a range of utility between 0.15 and 0.81.
Social indicators (wage and employment) undergo moderate
variation across scenarios. Utility associated with wage ranges
from 0.46 (for CS) to 0.76 (for RDV_S1_5y), with the ﬁrst scenario
implying a slight reduction in wage with respect to current level
(–11%) and the latter a signiﬁcant increase (more than twice the
current level). As for employment, six out of ten scenarios would
strongly reduce the number of employees below the current level;
consequently, the relevant utility is very low (between 0.006 and
0.09). The remaining four scenarios produce a slight increase in
the number of employees (þ 23) with respect to present (2314) by
2021, and have an associated utility ¼ 0.52.
Utility associated with ﬁshing mortality exhibits marked variation among scenarios, ranging between 0.04–0.97. In particular,
the lowest values are observed for scenarios SQ (0.04), CS (0.05),
RDV_S2_10y and RDV_S2_5y (0.26), as these scenarios determine
still excessively high mortality (F4FMSY) for the four exploited ﬁsh
stocks. The other six scenarios, instead, which aim to reduce the
ﬁshing mortality of M. merluccius, would ensure safe levels of F
also for the other exploited stocks; therefore, a high utility value
(0.97) is associated to these scenarios.
Scenarios SQ, CS, RDV_S2_5y and RDV_S2_10y fail to maintain
SSB above 20% of the unexploited level for all the four exploited

In the present application, a maximum discard rate of 10% was
considered. Utility functions for the eight selected indicators are
shown in Fig. 3.
3.2. Utility weights from the analytic hierarchy process
When asked to compare management criteria at the top-level
hierarchy (socioeconomic vs. biological objectives), the experts of
both groups (economists and biologists) considered biological
aspects to be more important than socioeconomic ones in order
to maximize society's wellbeing. Accordingly, an overall weight
equal to 0.69 was assigned to the set of biological criteria, and
weight¼0.31 was assigned to the socioeconomic criteria.
Between socioeconomic criteria, social aspects were judged more
important (weight¼ 0.83) than economic ones (0.17). Employment
was deemed more important (0.75) than wage (0.25) between
indicators of social performance, while between indicators of
economic performance less importance (0.17) was given to the gross
value added compared to the ratio of revenues to break-even
revenue, which focuses on the short-term performance (0.83).
Regarding biological criteria, indicators of biological conservation
were considered to be more important (0.75) than those associated
to productivity (0.25). Between biological conservation indicators,
ﬁshing mortality and spawning stock biomass were judged to be
Table 3
Final weights associated with the indicators (see
Table 2) obtained through the analytic hierarchy
process.
Indicator

Weight

GVA
RBER
EMPL
WAGE
F
SSB
Y
D

0.01
0.04
0.19
0.06
0.26
0.26
0.14
0.04

89

Table 4
Performances (utility) of ten scenarios (see Table 1 for acronyms) for the management of demersal ﬁsheries in GSA 18 assessed against 8 management objectives (see
Table 2). The last row shows the overall utility (calculated as the weighted sum of the utilities associated to each indicator).

uGVA
uRBER
uEMPL
uWAGE
uF
uSSB
uY
uD
U

SQ

CS

RD_10y

RD_5y

RV_10y

RV_5y

RDV_S1_10y

RDV_S1_5y

RDV_S2_10y

RDV_S2_5y

0.43
0.15
0.52
0.46
0.04
0.01
0.66
1.00
0.28

0.43
0.15
0.52
0.46
0.05
0.02
0.67
1.00
0.29

0.46
0.18
0.52
0.48
0.97
0.12
0.46
1.00
0.52

0.51
0.24
0.52
0.51
0.97
0.24
0.52
1.00
0.57

0.49
0.77
0.01
0.71
0.97
0.12
0.46
1.00
0.47

0.54
0.82
0.01
0.74
0.97
0.24
0.52
1.00
0.51

0.39
0.50
0.01
0.66
0.97
0.12
0.47
1.00
0.45

0.46
0.72
0.01
0.77
0.97
0.26
0.52
1.00
0.51

0.50
0.41
0.09
0.61
0.26
0.02
0.65
1.00
0.28

0.52
0.45
0.09
0.63
0.26
0.03
0.68
1.00
0.28
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0.6
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3.4. Sensitivity analysis
Fig. 5 shows the results of the sensitivity analysis. Although
different scenarios have different average performances, the range
of uncertainty (as obtained by Monte Carlo simulation) is quite
similar for all scenarios (Fig. 5a). The frequency distribution of
overall utility for the four best scenarios (RD_5y, RD_10y, RV_5y
and RDV_S1_5y) is displayed in more detail in Fig. 5b, showing a
moderate overlap between the frequency distribution of the
scenario with the highest average performance (RD_5y) and those
of the other three, whereas the distributions of the other scenarios
are strongly overlapping. Fig. 5c shows the frequency with which
each of the four best scenarios was assigned a different rank.
Despite the existing overlaps, the ranking appears quite stable: in
particular, RD_5y was ranked ﬁrst in 100% of the cases, providing
strong support to its designation as the best scenario.
3.5. Correlation among indicators and utilities
An explorative analysis was conducted to assess ex-post correlations (measured with Pearson's correlation coefﬁcient) among raw
indicators and among their associated utilities. For biological indicators (see Fig. S1 in the Supplementary information), correlation
was evaluated both among the different indicators obtained for the
same species and for the values of the same indicator obtained for
the different target species. Within each single species, F is strongly

0.4

0.5

0.6

Utility

b

Fig. 4. (color online) Performances (utility) of ten scenarios (see Table 1 for
acronyms and a brief description) for the management of demersal ﬁsheries in
GSA 18. Each colour represents the partial utility of the scenario with respect to a
speciﬁc indicator (see Table 2 for abbreviations).

2.5
RD_5y

2.0
RD_10y

Frequency (%)

stocks (with M. merluccius being the most vulnerable species).
Consequently, the corresponding utility is very low (o 0.03). In
contrast, the other six scenarios, which aim at achieving FMSY for
M. merluccius, have a higher utility value for SSB (0.12–0.26). In
particular, scenarios designed to reduce mortality rates within
5 years show the highest utility for SSB, as they would maintain
SSB above 30% of SSB0 for all species.
All management scenarios are predicted to deliver a total yield
between 45% and 71% of the MSY. The associated utility shows little
variation among scenarios (range: 0.46–0.68). As the discard rate
was always assumed to be zero during the forecast, the corresponding utility was the same for each scenario and equal to 1.

0.3
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1.5
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0.0
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Utility
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Fig. 5. Sensitivity of the estimated performances of different scenarios (see Table 1)
with respect to uncertainty affecting the weighting set used in the multi-criteria
analysis: (a) estimated variability of overall utility (dotted lines, shaded boxes and
whiskers indicate median value, interquartile range and 90% conﬁdence bounds,
respectively) for each scenario; (b) empirical frequency distribution of overall
utility for the best four scenarios; (c) frequency with which each scenario (among
the best four) was assigned to the ﬁrst four ranks.

positively correlated with Y and negatively correlated with SSB; a
negative correlation is also evident between Y and SSB (Fig. S1a).
Values of the same indicator calculated for the four species are
strongly positively correlated among them. Indeed, values of F, SSB
and Y show high and positive correlation across species (Fig. S1b–d).
As for socioeconomic indicators (Fig. S2), wage and employment are strongly negatively correlated. RBER is positively correlated with wage and negatively correlated with employment. The
correlation among utilities (Fig. S3) reﬂects quite tightly the
correlation among the relevant indicators, especially with respect
to the absolute magnitude of the correlation coefﬁcient. In some
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cases, the correlation among utilities is opposite in sign compared
to that among raw indicators, as a consequence of the utility
functions adopted: for instance, F and Y are positively correlated
(higher ﬁshing pressure ensures higher harvests, at least in the
short or medium term), whereas the associated utilities are
negatively correlated (high yields are always well performing,
whereas a high ﬁshing mortality is associated with a low utility
as it poses stocks at risk of overﬁshing).

4. Discussion
The decision-making framework developed in the present study
combines two different multi-criteria techniques (MAUT and AHP)
to support ﬁsheries assessment with respect to multiple objectives.
The proposed approach allows a direct, straightforward comparison
of the performances of different ﬁsheries management scenarios
with respect to multiple criteria, providing a practical decisionsupport tool to highlight conﬂicts among ﬁsheries management
objectives, explore possible trade-offs and identify the management
options that are most desirable from the society's perspective.
The decision-making framework was demonstrated by applying
it to the management of a Mediterranean demersal ﬁshery (GSA 18,
Southern Adriatic Sea). The analysis was carried out on the outputs
of a bio-economic modelling platform, BEMTOOL, developed in the
framework of the MAREA project and aimed to forecast the
dynamics of a large number of biological, social and economic
variables under different management options. Among those variables, a small subset of indicators (8 in total) was selected with the
aim to represent the different biological conservation and socioeconomic goals. The number of indicators was maintained as small
as possible to facilitate the interpretation of the results and to
minimize redundancy and/or correlation. Utility functions were then
deﬁned to map each indicator into a 0–1 scale measuring the
satisfaction with respect to the relevant management objective
using simple yet ﬂexible functional forms (exponential and sigmoid
curves). Whereas exponential utility curves have been often used in
multi-attribute analyses, given their ﬂexibility to assume concave,
convex, decreasing or increasing shapes (e.g. [17,45]), sigmoid utility
curves are still relatively uncommon in the ﬁeld of ﬁsheries,
although they are gaining popularity thanks to their ability to
represent changes in the natural human propensity to risk across
the range of variation of an attribute [19].
Although in recent years both MAUT and AHP have been
applied to support the decision-making process in the ﬁeld of
ﬁsheries research (e.g. [22,16,14,39]), the two techniques have
been traditionally used separately and, to our knowledge, there is
no example of combined applications of the two in this ﬁeld. In
this study, MAUT was used along with AHP to overcome one of the
major criticalities in the application of MAUT, i.e. deriving individual preferences for one objective over another and transforming
them into a vector of weight representing the relative importance
of the different objectives.
AHP is not exempt from critical points: one of these is the
possible emergence of inconsistencies as the weighting set is
derived through a series of pair-wise comparisons. When more
than 2 objectives are compared, consistency (i.e. the transitivity of
the judgements quantifying the decision-maker preferences across
all the elements being compared) is not guaranteed [37]. In the
present application, pair-wise comparison matrices were always
2  2 (due to the dichotomous structure of the hierarchical tree,
see Fig. 2), hence assuring consistency by deﬁnition. In more
complex AHP applications, it can be useful to test if pair-wise
comparison matrices have an acceptable level of consistency (see
e.g. [20,23] for alternative approaches).
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When applying the multi-criteria decision-making framework to
the case of GSA 18, preferences were determined by the experts
interviewed and not by a stakeholder panel. This might have
substantially affected the judgement, giving a remarkable importance to the objective of improving biological conservation; in fact,
spawning stock biomass and ﬁshing mortality contributed together
to more than 50% of the total weight assigned to the attributes (see
Table 3). As most demersal stocks in the Mediterranean are currently
severely overﬁshed [42], it is not surprising that decreasing ﬁshing
pressure and supporting the recovery of the stocks are perceived as
fundamental prerequisites to ensure the future viability of these
ﬁsheries. Other published applications of the AHP to the management of vulnerable ﬁsheries also report that biological objectives are
ranked as much more important than economic ones in determining
the relative desirability of alternative ﬁsheries management options
(e.g. [22]). These outcomes may underline a growing awareness of
the importance of maintaining healthy ﬁsh stocks (for both biological conservation and socioeconomic purposes) and avoiding overexploitation (e.g. [43]). In the selected case study, employment was
also assigned a high importance – almost one-fourth of the total
weight. The ongoing contraction in the number of employees in the
Italian ﬁshery sector [15] may be one of the factors that determined
the high importance given to employment. A relatively high weight
was also assigned to yield (0.14), suggesting that maintaining a high
biological productivity could be a desirable objective from the
society's perspective. Instead, a low weight was assigned to economic indicators (GVA and RBER accounted together for 5% of the
total weight), indicating that, although clearly desirable, economic
efﬁciency was considered less important by the interviewed experts.
From the analysis, it emerged that scenarios aiming at achieving
FMSY for M. merluccius (RD_10y, RD_5y, RV_10y, RV_5y, RDV_S1_10y
and RDV_S1_5y) perform much better (overall utility ranging
between 0.45–0.57) than those not explicitly targeting the conservation of this overharvested stock (scenarios SQ, CS, RDV_S2_10y and
RDV_S2_5y, utility ranging around 0.28). This suggests that policies
aimed at reducing mortality rates of the most vulnerable species can
achieve a high level of performance in the short run, in particular
with regards to the biological conservation indicators, ensuring the
concomitant protection of all exploited stocks. It is worth noting that
F and SSB are given the major importance among the indicators
selected in the analysis, jointly accounting for more than 50% of the
total weight; therefore, the achievement of the conservation objectives is decisive in determining the overall performance of a speciﬁc
scenario. As explained above, however, a different weighing set,
reﬂecting a different perception about the relative importance of the
different indicators by a more comprehensive stakeholder panel
might have determined different results. Among the scenarios
predicted to successfully avoid overﬁshing, the best performing
one is RD_5y, which envisages the reduction of ﬁshing mortality of
M. merluccius within a 5-years horizon. Scenario RD_5y presents two
main advantages: ﬁrstly, the fast reduction of ﬁshing mortality for
the most vulnerable target species, achieved on a short time scale,
maximizes the recovery of spawning stock biomass; secondly, the
reduction of ﬁshing mortality obtained through a reduction of the
number of days at sea allows sustaining employment above
the current level (see Table S1). Decreasing effort by reducing the
number of days at sea, rather than permanently withdrawing
vessels, contributes to the overall utility by maintaining employment
(the third most important indicator) at an acceptable level from the
social point of view.
The analysis of correlation among indicators revealed the presence
of several conﬂicts among objectives. In particular, negative correlations exist between yield and spawning stock biomass and between
wage and employment. Conﬂict between conservation and production objectives is typical in ﬁsheries management, and the conﬂict
between wage and employment can hinder the achievement of a fully
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satisfactory social policy. In these cases, the relative weight associated
to the several indicators is crucial to determine which objectives are
predominant in determining the ﬁnal trade-off, making the outcomes of the MCDA sensitive to the groups of interest involved in
the decision-making process. The full consideration of all possible
stakeholder perspectives was beyond the scope of the present
application; although the results of the sensitivity analysis (Fig. 5)
show that MCDA outputs are robust with respect to a moderate level
of uncertainty affecting the weighting set, the involvement of a broad
range of groups of interest may substantially impact the outcomes of
the analysis. The ﬂexible structure of the proposed approach easily
allows the incorporation of additional criteria and the deﬁnition of
other utility functions to ﬁt a wider range of decision problems.
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